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Abstract

Many algorithms such as Q-learning successfully ad-
dress reinforcement learning in single-agent multi-time-step
problems. In addition there are methods that address rein-
forcement learning in multi-agent single-time-step prob-
lems. However, unmodified single-agent multi-time-step
methods and multi-agent single-time-step methods can-
not necessarily be combined to solve multi-agent
multi-time-step problems due to strong coupling be-
tween multi-agent interactions between time steps. Re-
wards that result in multi-agent collaboration for a sin-
gle time-step may result in poor collaboration in future
time-steps. This paper shows how to avoid this prob-
lem.

1. Background

There are many problems which can only be properly ad-
dressed by having a set of autonomous agents act indepen-
dently and have theirjoint sequence of actions (z) maxi-
mize a pre-set global utility function (G(z)). Examples of
such problems include control of a constellation of satel-
lites, construction of distributed algorithms, routing over a
data network, and control of a collection of planetary ex-
ploration vehicles (e.g., rovers on Mars, or submersibles un-
der Europa’s ice caps). Instead of maximizingG(z) directly,
though, in such problems, each agenti tries to maximize its
private utility function gi(z).

To have agents acting to optimize their own private utili-
ties result in also optimizing the provided global utility, the
agents’ private utilities must be “factored” with the global
utility. Formally, a system isfactored if for each agenti:

gi(z) > gi(z′) ⇔ G(z) > G(z′)
∀z, z′ s.t. z − zi = z′ − z′

i .

wherezi is agenti’s contribution to the system statez. In-
tuitively, for all pairs of statesz andz′ that differ only for
agenti, a change ini’s state that increases its private util-
ity cannot decrease the global utility. As a trivial example,

any system in which all the private utility functions equalG
is fully factored [1]. Unfortunately in large systems, such a
private utility yields poor results, because it is difficult for
an agent to see the effect of its own actions on its own util-
ity (this concept, calledlearnability is discussed in detail in
[2]. To allow agents to learn efficiently, we introducedWon-
derful Life (WL) utility functions [2]:

WLU c
i = G(z)−G(z − zi + c) (1)

wherez − zi + c is the state where agenti’s state is re-
placed by an arbitrary vectorc. For any choice ofc, WL
utilities are factored, and have higher learnability than team
games [2].

2. Time-Extended Rewards

Consider a system, where the global utility,G, is a func-
tion of a sequence of actions,z, of all the agents. Also as-
sume that the global utility is an undiscounted sum of global
rewards (GRs):G(z) =

∑
t GRt(z). Using a WLU-based

reward offers a solution, but care must be taken in how the
WL utility is broken down into single step WLrewards. The
straight forward, naive WLR is given by:

NWLR
ci,t

i,t (z) = GRt(z)−GRt(z − zi,t + ci,t) (2)

whereci,t is i’s a fixed action for time stept. This reward is
factored at each time stept, sincei’s actions at time stept
cannot affect the value of the second term. However this re-
ward isnot factoredthroughtime (i.e., the sum of these re-
wards factored with GR does not produce a utility factored
with the global utility). To illustrate this problem, consider
a simple two-time-step, multi-agent problem where each
agent can take one of two actions at each time step. For an
agenti, we can draw a reward graph showing the outcome
of its actions given the actions of the other agents. Poten-
tially agenti could have a different reward graph for each
possible combination of actions of all of the other agents.
Consider one of these reward graphs as illustrated in Fig-
ure 1 (top), showing how the global reward values depend
on i’s actions.
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Figure 1. WLR sum ranks action sequences
in same order as GR sum

Figure 1 shows that if agenti moves left on the first time
step, the global reward will be ten on the first time step and
zero on the second time step. If the agent moves right on
the first time step the global reward will be zero for the
first time step, but it will be either five or fifteen on the sec-
ond time step depending on whether its second action is left
or right respectively. When the actions of all of the other
agents are held constant, if agenti is using a Sarsa learner
with the global reward, it should form the policy of moving
right for both time steps, maximizing the global utility (sum
of global rewards). However consider the values produced
by the NWLR, shown in Figure 1 (middle). Ifci,t represents
the go-right action, then the NWLR will equal GR, for the
first time step, but will be different if it takes the go-right ac-
tion on the second time step. Instead of five or fifteen, the
NWLR will evaluate to negative ten or zero on the second
time step. If the agent is using a Sarsa learner, we would ex-
pect the agent to take the left action at the first time step,
which is sub-optimal with respect to the global utility.

The solution to this problem is to subtract out the fullse-
quenceof actions,zi, instead of the single action,zi,t, in
the second term of the WLR and replace it with a constant

full sequence of actions:

WLRci
i,t(z) = GRt(z)−GRt(z − zi + ci) (3)

whereci is a full sequence of actions. This version of WLR
therefore differs from the previous version in that:

1. The subtracted single actionzi,t is replaced with the
sequenceof actionszi

2. The constant actionci,t is replaced with a constantse-
quenceof actionsci

For the example problem the values produced by this util-
ity are shown in Figure 1 (bottom). In this case,c is set to
the “right-right” sequence of actions (i.e., 15 is subtracted
from GR). Note that now the sum of rewards for both GR
and WLR have the same ordering, that is the two utilities
are factored. With this utility an agent using a Sarsa learner
forms the correct policy.

Figure 2 shows the effectiveness of using WLR on a
multi-agent grid-world problem with eighty-five agents. In
this problem, agents using the WL reward were compared to
agents using the global reward, and to agents using a natu-
ral and selfish (non-factored) reward. Agents trying to max-
imize the WL reward significantly outperformed the other
two sets of agents. The results confirm that the WL reward
is highly learnability while being factored both through time
and between agents.
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Figure 2. Agents perform better using WLR.
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